Also . . .
By Layne Beaty

It’s relative: Movie luminary Gwyneth Paltrow
is a somewhat cousin of our Ethel Belinky.

•

The

One way to save face is to keep the lower
half of it shut.

•
Man Bites Dog:
This fabled old journalism maxim loses credence with our dining services occasionally offering hot dogs as a menu choice. The ladies seem
to chow down, too.

•

Fullest plates observed in the dining room:
those of visiting young relatives. Sometimes
they don’t want to go home.

•
Noah Webster, Where are you?
One of our eagle-eyed wordsmith friends has
noted with interest the word “consultancies” in a
recent piece we did on Bud Dutton. “It’s not in
the dictionary,” he complains. “But it should be.”
We agree.

•
License plate on a nice car parked in the 2nd
lot says only “SLAPPEY.” What’s the story?

•
Whose cats are these that seem to wander at
will about our campus? Are they spies? Terrorists?

•
Drivers of our shuttle buses around the clusters figure they made about 36 rounds per day,
before the mail boxes were moved, that is.
Despite all the wheeling and dealing that this requires, they uniformly retain their pleasant and
helpful relationship with us passengers.

•
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Concerned: : “Why are so many of our young
people growing up without knowledge or responsibility?”
Unconcerned: “I don’t know and I don’t care.”
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What You See Is What You Get
By Faith Jackson

•
MEMORABLE MOTS
“It’s the economy, stupid.”
“If this is Tuesday, it must be Belgium.”
“It’s a beautiful day in Chicago.”
“I would rather be in Philadelphia.”
“The business of the United States is
business.”
“Lafayette, we are here.”

•
Where is Bill Clinton’s state mentioned in the
Bible?
It’s where “Noah looked out of the ark’n saw
land.”

October 2002

"Display Cooking" is the new wave wherever

The entrees which you pick up on either side

large groups of diners are served. As far as Car-

of the center and dishes on the salad bar are be-

olyn Fair knows, ours is the first CCRC to put

ing prepared in a very impressive and ingenious

the system into practice. The display center is

way until we get our real kitchen. Give these

closer to table service and food cooked in open

neat people a break. Sysco Suppliers loaned us

view is warmer when servers pick it up. Being

their huge truck, which has to be kept dieseled

able to watch the a la carte fish, special orders,

up and running, for refrigerated and frozen food.

and sandwiches prepared is a plus for many din-

You have to use a ladder to get in and out and

ers.

the kitchen people who have this outside duty in
winter will be the refrigerated and frozen!
Inside food prep is in a Pullman

•

kitchen on Level 1 behind the meeting

Recent visitor grandson Sgt. David Beaty
says his buddies at Fort Hood, Texas, take a dim
view of a prospective war with Iraq.

room. For the holidays, when she has
to cook 30 25-lb turkeys, Carolyn Fair
is contacting the National Guard, Naval

•
David also reports that his dad, Bill, known
here for bird sightings during visits, has grown a
full beard. Bad timing, we’d say. The birds might
mistake him for a terrorist.

•
Thanks to Environmental Services for those
new benches installed in strategic spots along
the circumference trail. They enhance healthful
hiking.

Academy, or Prince George’s County
schools to lend us a portable field kitchen in a trailer, and a kitchen ramp. It
Display cooking: On duty is Brent McQuilken, our latest recruit.

These are prepared by our two Line Chefs:
long-time friend Nicole Sitton, who started here
eight years ago as a server and now works with
our newest star recruit, Brent McQuilken, a recent graduate of the Academy de Cuisine,
Gaithersburg, in pastry and cooking.

takes a lot of juggling!
Add to this the labor shortage

and training program for servers. Nationally,
turnover is heavier than you would believe.
While he can’t eliminate turnover here, Restaurant Manager Bob Williams is now using more
"temps", who are supposed to be experienced
fine-dining servers, while he is trying a variety of

ways to train staff to fulfill Collington require-

professional level." She put on the staff talent

ments during their 60-day probationary period.

show for Collington's 10th anniversary, and still

Three meals a day at Collington is theater
performance by an excellent production team.
There are two caterers, five buffet coordinators,

loves to have fun, to be "my perky self. . . making the day go faster."
Until he came to high school in this county,

who get the raw or prepared food where it

Brent lived in St. Lucia, a most beautiful island,

should be, three sous chef supervisors, and the

with an incomparable crescent beach and a vol-

two line chefs. They all work a 4-day 40-hour

cano near the town of Souffriere, and everyone

week with overlapping shifts. They are under the

here is proud of the likeable, presentable and

umbrella of the Director of Dining Services, a

bright young man. Ditto the Academy, as he was

new supervisor, and two office assistants.

sent to do some of his apprenticing at the White

Tyrone Batts, a sous chef supervisor, hails

House, under M. Roland, preparing, then serv-

from Brooklyn, N.Y., and was refused by the

ing, "Danishes and croissants;" moving on to

army because of a bad eye. He has been here

breads at the Connecticut Avenue Uptown

for 13 years and cannot wait to get our kitchen

Bakery; assistant pastry chef at the Greenwood

back. He is self taught, and has come a long

restaurant nearby, and cake decorating for Gi-

way from beginning kitchen work, to jobs at the

ant. His last jobs before coming here were cook-

Fort Belvoir Officer's Club, Hotel the Grand,

ing at the Watergate Hotel and Grand Oaks on

Evangel Church on Rhode Island Ave., learning

MacArthur Boulevard. He has done a lot in his

cooking, staff supervision, maintenance, and

23 years and plans for more school.

food supply. Remember his daughter, Victoria,

Carolyn Fair takes great pride in the dining

who worked here? His other daughter, Elisa, is a

staff. She says, "Theirs is a far beyond normal

dancer doing very well in New York dance com-

effort to make a [temporarily] impossible situation

panies, and Tyrone, Jr. is still in high school.

work." She is right.

Nicole Sitton came in 1994, another quick
study who learned to cook from her mother. After high school, she did baby sitting and "had
fun," until she "got serious," went to work in the
cafeteria of the Air and Space Museum in
Washington, and then bussed tables at the Vie
de France in L'Enfant Plaza.
She fulfills all line chef duties on her shift:
sandwiches, a la carte orders and all fish. She
has learned a lot, she says, from Brent, especially about "presenting a plate," and she is also
a rover where needed. She loves Collington,
says the dining room is like a "family thing…on a
2
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Only Eighty-Four Shopping Days
till Christmas!
By Dorothy Brown

Catalogs trickle into my mailbox throughout
the year. But a month before Halloween I received one that contains five pages of Christmas
cards. (Sample message: “Jesus is the reason
for the season.”) All can be “personalized.”
In the same catalog is a 32-inch fiber optic
Christmas tree (“amaze guests with continuous
color show!”) and a candle that plays 24 carols!
Batteries not included.
The omen is clear. The trickle of catalogs will
gradually become a steady rain, and by December 24, a deluge.
The publication heralding this onslaught is of
a category I call “kitsch catalogs.” Browsing
through back issues, I came up with a profile of
the ideal customer for the merchandise they offer. I’ll call her Alberta Ellsworth.
Mrs. Ellsworth is trying desperately to get instantly organized. In objects designed specifically for the purpose, she organizes her recipes,
“entertainment media,” gift wrap, food wrap and
tax records.
Along with getting organized, Alberta is striving to get rid of clutter -- a losing battle. To her
last order for organizers, she couldn’t resist adding revolving figurines that play Somewhere My
Love, God Bless America, The Lord’s Prayer and
Raindrops Keep Falling on my Head. Then she
had to find a place for them among the crystal
owls and mushrooms, china kittens, cast iron turtle and alabaster angels which leave no spot to
set down a cup of coffee.
And they require dusting. Alberta is deathly
afraid of dust. She has covers for her coffee
maker, can opener, washer/dryer, toaster, sofa,
telephone book and TV Guide.

Many of the covers are personalized. Mrs.
Ellsworth is insecure about her identity and that
of her cocker spaniel, Fred. She finds it reassuring to have her name, preferably in gold, on her
eyeglass stand, pill box, crumb sweeper, tape
measure, denture cup, desk accessories, calculator, luggage straps, tote bag and tea mug
(“with a built-in pocket for a tea bag!”)
Fred’s belongings are also personalized and
organized. His leash, towel (with “Fred” embroidered in blue thread) and ionic brush are neatly
stored in a personalized dog caddy. His name
appears on his raincoat and place mat. He
sleeps on a magnetic orthopedic pet bed. (“Your
best friend will be grateful!”)
The Ellsworths entertain often and an evening at their home is a million laughs. The fun
starts when Herbie Williams requests a beer.
Mr. Ellsworth hands him a “handsome old English tankard.” But (are you ready for this?) when
Herbie hoists it to his lips, “it belches, burps or
slurps with every swig.”
Even before the laughter has subsided,
another guest’s suds arrive in a red enamel
chamber pot inscribed with “For the World’s Biggest Beer Drinker.”
In the Ellsworth bathroom, the toilet paper is
held by a 21” tall figurine of a butler.
Alberta serves her guests fish chowder in
bowls shaped like fish, corn in dishes shaped
like corn, cream in a pitcher shaped like a cow
and celery on a plate shaped -- guess what!
Now, as catalogs start filling my mail box, I’ll
remember fondly the good old days when there
were only two -- Montgomery Ward and Sears
Roebuck. They were the references my brother
and I used in composing our letters to Santa
Claus. They were all we needed.
Oct. 2002
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Know Your Neighbor: Kay Swift
By Edward Behr

Agency and was assigned to decode messages
written in French. These messages had been

In her autobiographical account last month,
Kay Swift took her Collington audience along on
what she called “A Puzzling Life of Adventure.”
What it turned out to be was largely a life of travel -- mainly to fascinating places in western Europe.
Her travels started early. At age three, she
found it fun to wander away from the doorstep,
angering her mother. Her favorite stories in
childhood were of foreign adventure, those featuring Scottish chiefs, Mediterranean pirates and
the like.
In school she soon took interest in European
history and languages, learning to love Latin,
French and German. She began writing to a
French pen pal, in a correspondence that lasted
50 years.
After what she called a few “misadventures”
at home in Michigan, she saved up $500 for a

deliberately garbled and Kay had the task of degarbling them. She wrote a guide to deciphering
coded messages.
In these and later years Kay indulged her
love of travel, with no fewer than 20 Elderhostel
trips. A trip to visit friends in Africa took her to
the former French colony of Togo. There she
found the local people friendly to an American
visitor, more so than to the French colonists.
In Europe once again, Kay’s language skills
allowed her to converse on trains with French
and Italian passengers. And on a return trip to
France she came to feel that the Loire valley was
a second home.
The Collington audience not only enjoyed

classes will resume here on campus early in Oc-

Denmark and Sweden.

tober. Besides the basics, you can learn about

tem. Also, plans are in the works to teach you

for them.
Back home again Kay returned to teaching
but felt trapped. She came to Washington, went
to work for the supersecret National Security
10
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have disappeared.
Now the collection, which

Listening Companion. It runs

went into storage during reno-

1,200 pages long and reviews

vation, is back on the shelves

the important recordings of

to the left of the fireplace in

symphonies, operas, concertos, chamber music and more,
all performed by top musi-

the Ivy Room. They have
Since Karen Cheney took this picture, more
books have appeared on the shelves.

cians. Included are critiques
of distinctive recordings and descriptions of musical genres, composers and outstanding perOne reviewer, Harold Schonberg, long the

and better ears.”

E.B.

More about Books
Elisabeth FitzHugh, who mounts the displays
cent show the works of 21 Collington writers.

up at Yarmouth on the south coast. There she

how to make greeting cards on your computer.
And there’s lots more.
For details call Doris Anderson on Ext. 7571.
She’ll be glad to send you class schedules and
other information. Or drop by Cottage 4102
where the classes are held.

Quarles, the highly-readable

sic, Third Ear --The Essential

music.
computers with the Windows XP operating sys-

Among others, many books by Dr. Benjamin
African-American historian,

in the Clocktower gallery, chose for her most re-

She crossed the Channel to England and wound

ing volume in the Rivers of America series.

The book is Classical Mu-

setting up files for your documents, pictures and
He’s excited, too, about the upgrade of the

Gutheim whose The Potomac was an outstand-

praise.

mented on the book: “You are in good hands

sonne. On a later trip she reached Germany,

mans via Dunkirk and served as an interpreter

has reached the bookstores and has won high

top music critic of the New York Times, com-

Mac Shawe of PC Seniors says computer

found French troops that had escaped the Ger-

edited by Collington resident Alexander Morin

ed her clear dramatic presentation.
•

highlight was a visit to the ancient city of Carcas-

but it was 1939 and war was soon declared.

A comprehensive book on classical music

formers and their instruments.

summer in Europe. She first toured France; a

teaching in England. She sailed first to France

standing authors. One was the late Frederick

Kay’s story of her adventures but also appreciat-

PC Seniors Computer Classes

Then came an opportunity to do exchange

Morin Book Wins Praise

Anne Cadman-Walker has passed Elisabeth’s
list along to us (see below). Collington writers

been joined by Muriel Parry’s
prize-winning Aak to Zumbra,

A Dictionary of the World’s Watercraft.
And a request not to remove the books from
the Ivy Room has been added. Bookplates are
on order identifying the works as part of the Collington Writers’ Collection.
If you should have a book borrowed from this
shelf, slip it back into place and enjoy your halo.
Now for the list of books most recently displayed in the Clocktower:
Robert Ball, Insuring the Essentials; Bob Ball
on Social Security. Cole Blasier, The Giant’s Rival; The USSR and Latin America. Catherine
Chilman, Variant Family Forms. Elsie Shultz
Dent, Henry Canter’s Account of the British at
Benedict. Ruth Dixon, Mijamin Priest and His

are a prolific bunch. Four shelves in the Living

Family; From William Penn’s Colony to East

Room were for many years dedicated to their

Texas--1684-1884. Alex Dragnich, Serbs and

works and the collection was the source of much

Croats. Ainslee Embree, Imagining India; Es-

pride. But over the years, a number of the books

says on Indian History. Gloria Ericson, The

were borrowed and never found their way back.

Witch of Wilton Falls -- in Fantasy and Horror.

In 1992-93 Edward Behr, who has been writ-

vol. 3.

ing for The Collingtonian since it started, described the collection, listing many of its out-

(Continued on page 4)
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Elisabeth West FitzHugh, Artists’ Pigments; a
Handbook of their History and Characteristics,
Agnes Hatfield, Surviving Mental Illness; Stress,

Drought Dampens
Gardeners’ Spirits
and a handsome fence, along with the sweet

of Tropical Landscape Architecture; William Ly-

breath of spring, all sent Collington gardeners to

man Phillips in Florida. Hilda Jay, Operating and

planting with enthusiasm early this year.

Evaluating School Library Media Programs; a

Then came the drought. And, as Gertrude

Handbook for Administrators and Librarians.

Mitchell remarks, even the best watering system

Katherine Kendall, Social Work Education; Its

can’t compete with Mother Nature’s showers.

Then and Now - 1988-1998, 10th Anniversary.
Caryl Marsh, “Timepiece” in Journal of Museum
Education--Fall 2001. Elisabeth Martin, Deacon
John Burnham of Ipswich and Ebenezer Martin
of Rehoboth, Mass., with some of their Descendants. Margaret Martin, Principles and Practices
for a Federal Statistical Agency. Muriel Parry,
Aak to Zumbra, a Dictionary of the World’s Waterrcraft. Warren Pearse, Women’s Primary

4

here goes:
Face the person you are talking to. Speak
clearly and slowly. If a radio is playing, water isrunning, or a television set is on, turn it off. Noisy air-conditioners can really make hearing difficult, too.
Don’t talk from another room. Don’t call from

many bees.
Prize for the best-tended garden goes to Cur-

a distance, or speak with your back to the person

How Do You Lift 8 Tons?

you are addressing. Same thing applies for
starting to say something and walking away.

If you wondered why the Security Entrance

Let the hard-of-hearing person know you are

elected chairman of the committee to succeed

was closed to traffic on Tuesday morning, Sep-

addressing them, personally. Don’t talk into the

DeWitt Patterson.

tember 17, here’s the answer.

air and expect anybody to know you are ad-

A crane that almost touched the sky gently

a ramp that can be used to move the rototiller in

lifted the 8-ton unit that will supply heat and air-

and out of either of the two sheds. “Goldie”

conditioning to The Arbor, from the truck that

Goldsmith and staff of ESD’s landscaping de-

delivered it, and placed it on the steel girders

partment outfitted the sheds for storing tools

awaiting its arrival on the roof of the building.

with shelves and hooks.
Art Longacre kept the “Home Groan” table

It all went smoothly and uneventfully.
Good work, Reed Harris of ESD.

ship Farm, owned by his friends Floyd and Ruth
Thiel. They grew many of the tomatoes, cucum-

dressing them, specifically.
You’ll be glad. I’ll be glad. The whole world
will cheer up.
Dorothy Morthorst
To the Editor:

F.K.
Weren’t we taught as small children not to

supplied with produce he brought from Friend-

bers and peppers we bought there. E.B.-F.K.
Oct. 2002

lems and those trying to communicate with them,

Along with Faith Jackson’s herbs, they attracted

Bill Burleigh, who likes to grow melons, built

The Collingtonian

er for everybody -- for those with hearing prob-

zinnias, marigolds and cosmos throughout.

The Art is Alive in Builder/Architect Apr.-May

ter and the pool starting October 1.

ple words some things that would make life easi-

for, the garden looked handsome with clumps of

M. Bowman & Associates, Inc. Home Building --

for Collington. She will oversee the Fitness Cen-

are often ignored, I am just going to put into sim-

While yields were less bountiful than hoped

cabbage coming along. Curtis was recently

is coming back to serve as Wellness Manager

Noting that the original Ten Commandments

barb and, in July, okra, peppers and tomatoes.

Learning Skills. Anne Bradford Walker, Michael

lachian Trail and try other outlets for her energy,

ing-impaired.

beans and lettuce. Next came squash and rhu-

bles and kept the weeds down. Now he has

some years ago, and then left to walk the Appa-

mandments for those who interact with the hear-

for sale on the “Home Groan” table included

Martha Maxwell Spieth, Improving Student

Carrie Fein, who set up our Fitness Center

wie Hearing Center. It was called Ten Com-

nual report notes, the first spring produce offered

tis Langford who grew a great variety of vegeta-

Welcome Back, Carrie Fein!

could relate to a piece of literature from the Bo-

Nevertheless, as the garden committee’s an-

Health Care; Office Practices and Procedures.

1991.

As a person with severely impaired hearing, I

Neatly laid-out plots, a fine watering system

Coping and Adaptation. Faith Jackson, Pioneer

Origins in Europe. Frances Kolarek, Collington,

To the Editor:

Letters

make negative comments about food which othThe easiest way to find something lost
around the house is to buy a replacement.

ers are eating -- or are about to eat?
Miss Manners
Oct. 2002
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Looking Back

On the Move Again

names like Basil, John, Henry, Marsham. They

By Faith Jackson

By Edward Behr

were lawyers, councilmen, tobacco inspectors,

Newcomers to Collington, and even some old

growers, landholders and slave owners. By the

Faith Jackson and Art Longacre found their
planned trip retracing the route of the Lewis and
Clark expedition was canceled, but managed to

As autumn arrives, many Collington residents

settlers, rarely know how Collington came to be

19th century their land holdings of “Tevia,”

here, on this very piece of land. Who owned it

“Jamaica,” and others were increased to become

are wrapping up a travel season that took some

and to State College in Pennsylvania. They

first? Did we buy it? Was it given to us?

large Waring properties.

to fascinating places far from home.

toured scenic Watkins Glen and Faith had her

There are residents among you, as well as

“Heart’s Delight” is the land we sit on. Origi-

This season’s champion traveler may well

recoup with visits to New York’s Finger Lakes

picture taken at Seneca Falls under a sign pro-

our director, Gail Kohn, who can supply the an-

nally 375 acres extending east to Enterprise

have been Penny Vickery. She took a series of

claiming it as the birthplace of the women’s

swers -- like John and Elizabeth Leitch, up from

Road, it was purchased by Marsham Waring in

enviable trips. First she spent five days with a

rights movement.

Croom, as well as Georgia Paine-Heldt, our in-

1721. Son Basil, with his wife Susan Darnall and

daughter at famed Lake Placid in New York’s

house historian/archeologist.

possibly some of their five children, are buried in

Adirondacks. Then it was on to the coast of

peats of earlier ones but were refreshing non-

the graveyard on the hill near the 2000 cluster.

Maine for the annual reunion of old Navy col-

etheless. Mary and Bill Witt sojourned once

names like Beall, Clark and Claggett, Dent and

The Warings weren’t always financially acute, it

leagues of her late husband Hugh. Then came a

again at their place on Nantucket Island. Mary-

Soper that go back through most of 300 years of

must be said, or else hard luck for widows made

return trip with family to old haunts in France.

Averett Seelye spent two months at the old fami-

history, back to the time when Prince George’s

the property change hands. Finally, Marsham II,

This started with three days at the Mediterranean

ly home in the hills of western Massachusetts.

County was formed on St. George’s Day in 1696,

the last of the family to hold this land, recouped it

resort of Nice and the hill towns nearby. Next

Cynthia Parker visited her daughters in New

sixty-two years after the Ark fetched up at St.

and built a new house now known as the Newton

the family moved along the coast to a villa at the

Hampshire and Maine and stayed briefly at the

Clement’s Island.

White mansion on Enterprise Road. White’s wid-

resort of St. Tropez and then it was on to Paris

cabin that she and her husband built on Conway

ow sold it to the Maryland National Park and

for a few final days.

Lake years ago.

And there are people living at Collington with

If you think we live in terrifying circumstances
now, consider the tale of one Edward Husbands,

Another European traveler was Frances Ko-

Planning Commission.

Many of this summer’s trips naturally were re-

New England was the choice of several oth-

who in 1678 attempted to wipe out the Maryland

Now comes a philanthropic gentleman,

larek, who with her daughter enjoyed memorable

ers. Sue and Ainslie Embree, following their trip

General Assembly by putting poison in the duck

Homer Gudelsky, developer of Tyson’s Corner

days in northern Italy. They watched the Regat-

to Greece in May, made several excursions to

pie. I am indebted to Bud Duttton for lending me

and other areas on the outskirts of Washington.

ta Storica in Venice, saw historic Palladian villas,

their old home in Craigville, Mass., on the south

a book containing this tidbit and other marvels of

It is heart-warming for Collingtonians to note that

and dined splendidly at a mountain-top restau-

shore of Cape Cod. Dorothy Brown and Chuck

Prince George’s history, Out of the Past, Prince

our benefactor, who offered 128 acres for a con-

rant in Tuscany on fine wine and delicious veni-

Dell again enjoyed a stay on a lake in southern

Georgeans and their Land, by Judge R. Lee Van

tinuing care facility, also helped subsidize “Mr.

son.

Vermont; while there they drove to his alma mat-

Horn.

Rogers’ Neighborhood.”

And I have learned a great deal more from
Mildred Ridgely Gray about the building, after
abolition, of historic Ridgely United Methodist

Head First

Other transatlantic travelers were Jack and

er, Dartmouth College, and dined in Hanover,

Eva Yale, who last month added Spain to their

New Hampshire with Marcia and Ed Behr who

long list of overseas destinations.

drove down from their son’s place in northern

Some residents stayed on U.S. shores but

Vermont. Dania Iams spent August at the old

Church in 1871 and its importance to the black

The cure-alls are not just genetical,

still found welcome changes in scenery and in

community -- but it is in a different locale.

Or even exclusively medical.

weather. Aline Grayson made a five-week excur-

From what I have read,

sion from Southern California to Oregon. The

joying repeats of old times in places they had

be traced in Van Horn’s book, and elsewhere:

There’s help in the head --

Oregon coast provided relief from summer heat

gone before. So it was for Marty and Cole Blasi-

Warren in England, Warings here (pronounced

A matter of good old getwellical.

with daily temperatures ranging from the 40s to

er when they went in July to the Wintergreen re-

the 60s. A highlight was a balloon ride over Cali-

sort high on the Blue Ridge southwest of Char-

The particular family we are interested in can

Warring, Georgia Payne tells me). They favored
8
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fornia’s Napa Valley, famed for its wine.

family home in Franklin, Maine.
Many other vacationers were, of course, en-
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lottesville. And for Doris and Robert Ball, who
returned once again to the island in New
Hampshire’s Lake Winnipesaukee where they
have vacationed for many years.
Vacation travel didn’t end with fall’s arrival, of
course. Margaret Martin spent her summer as
usual in the old family cottage on the shores of
Lake Dunmore in northern Vermont. But now she
is getting set for an October trip to Spain. First
she’ll go to Granada, then to Madrid, Barcelona
and the new museum at Bilbao.

The Goat Man also haunted remote parts of the
County. A fearsome beast, half man, half goat,
he could be deadly. Encounters with him were
to be avoided at all cost.
And so, back in those years when the area
was largely farm land, dark and uncrossed by
lighted streets or dotted with houses, it was
fiercely haunted.
Then, too, as a matter of true fact, a good
deal of bootlegging went on in the hills in these
parts. As late as 1991, I was walking my dog in

Happy Halloween

the woods where our 5000 cluster now stands

By Frances Kolarek

when I stumbled on a sodden cardboard box

Once upon a time,
back in the 1950s, Lottsford Road was a narrow, dark little dirt lane
steeped in tales of
spooks and haunts.
The Cry Baby Bridge was a rickety span over
the creek below, and if you drove across it on a
dark night you could, if the wind was right, hear a
baby sobbing. But no baby was there.
The ghost of a child snatched from its parents sobbed its little heart out in the cold of a
winter’s night. There are a dozen versions of
this story, but the “fact” of the matter was that the
sobbing of the lost baby could be clearly heard
around that bridge.
A rite of passage for any graduate of Largo
High School who had just gotten his driver’s li-

containing a number of empty liquor bottles, flat,
flask-shaped, unused, ready to be filled with
moonshine. Not antiques, they had plastic
screw-on caps.
The water hereabouts, I have heard, was
especially good for making mash, and stills
abounded in the area. The late Bill Woods liked
to tell that “the White House sent down this-away for its likker during Prohibition” -- but he was
the source of much fact and fiction about this
neck of the woods.
Think a minute. If you were running a couple of little stills back in the woods near the Cry
Baby Bridge, wouldn’t you figure out a way to
keep your activities secret from venturesome
kids? I sure would.
Watch OUT! Is that the Goat Man galloping
up the road?

cense was to drive down Lottsford Road around
midnight when the moon was dark. Many a local
taxi driver who has brought me home from the
Metro station has confirmed this bygone ordeal.
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If you can smile when things go wrong,
you probably have someone in mind to
blame.

Cats

know the kind of snide comments that are made:
Dogs regard their owners as “family;” cats
see them as “staff.” Or
Abijah. Amanda. Amor. Bandit. Catrina.
Dog says, “Since you care for me, feed me
Confetti. Lucky. Lucy. Peaches. Sugar. Talluand give me shelter, you must be God.”
lah. Tokay. That is the roster of cats here at
Cat says, “Since you care for me, feed me,
Collington. They come in solid colors, two or
and give me shelter, I must be God.”
more colors, stripes and plaids. (O.K., just kidSo I decided to poll Collingtonian cat-owners
ding about the plaids.)
to see how they rated their cats in the affection
They are mostly domestic short-hairs, two of
department and learned that a pollster should
them being Maine Coon Cats: Grace Hughes’
never go into a poll with a preconceived idea. I
coon cat is gray with subtle stripes and William
just assumed that cat-owners would assure me
Kramer’s has the black tufts on the tips of his
that their cats, on a scale of 1
coon cat’s ears, common
to 10, were, of course, a 10.
with that breed.
Not so. Most of the cats came
Ralph Robinson’s cat is
out somewhat higher than midalso a short-hair but of a
range. Oh, there are a few
special breed: European
10s on the campus but most
Burmese. Her fur is orange
interviewees were inclined to
-- thus the name “Peaches.”
say things like, “She’s very afEliza Miller has the only cat
fectionate -- er -- when she
with medium long fur: black
feels like it.” Or, “She’s affecwith some white.
A photo of a portrait of Amanda
tionate but of course very indeAnd Shirley Knudsen is
pendent.”
the only resident with two cats: Amanda and
Interestingly enough, responses seemed to
Confetti, both calicoes. Confetti was rescued
go along gender lines: Men were apt to give
from under a shed where she had been born to a
their cats a fast “10” and be done with it. Womferal mother. She spent the first two weeks in
en tended to agonize over their answers to make
Collington hiding behind a chest of drawers and
sure they were being completely just. One womonly came out at night. She now will show heran changed her cat’s rating from a 6 to a 7 -self in the daytime but hides whenever there is a
afraid she might have been too harsh.
knock on the door. Confetti is too skittish to sit
So what do I, from my very small and very
for a portrait, so Shirley, whose art has received
unscientific poll, conclude? That cats are bevarious awards, has had to content herself with
loved pets here in Collington and are plenty afusing only Amanda as a model. Two striking
fectionate (on their own terms) but are CATS, afpaintings of Amanda now hang on Shirley’s cotter all -- not DOGS, and. . . well. . . maybe the
tage walls.
most appropriate thing to be said is“Vive la
Cat owners have always had to put up with
difference!”
people -- stand-up comics, for instance -- assurBy Gloria Ericson

ing them that cats are unloving and aloof. You
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